
Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet, set 9pcs.
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Dear customer,
Many thanks for deciding to purchase the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet, a quality product from Genius. 

Experience quite a new dimension in cutting variety and see for yourself how the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gour-
met combines four working surfaces in one single compact device. Its modern and space-saving design is also an 
eye-catcher in any kitchen. Work directly into the collecting container from any surface. Preparing soups, salads 
and much more besides is simply child’s play.

To ensure that you enjoy your Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet, please read the following product information, 
Instructions for use and the safety and warning information carefully. 

The set you have purchased contains the following parts:

Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet

 � 1 x Frame with fixed integrated slicer including
          protective cover

 � 1 x Collecting container (350 ml)
 � 1 x Cutter top
 � 1 x Pin block including cleaning sieve
 � 1 x Blade insert 3.5 x 3.5 mm/ 7 x 7 mm
 � 1 x Extra-fine grating insert including protective   

          cover     
 � 1 x Food holder
 � 1 x 2-way grating insert including protective

          cover
 � 1 x Fresh-keeping lid

We hope you enjoy preparing and savouring your meals – bon appetit!

Your Genius Team
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1  Before first use

 � Check the set before using it for the first time to ensure that it is complete and no damage has occurred in 
transit. 

 � Remove all packaging materials and dispose of them properly before initial use.
 � Please read these Instructions for Use carefully and only use the product as described in the Instructions 

for Use to avoid injuries or material damage. Keep the Instructions for Use so that you can read them at a 
later date.

 � Clean all parts with a commercially available cleaning agent under running water before using them for the 
first time.

 � These Instructions for Use contain all models and all available parts for the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet. 
It may be that the set you have bought does not contain all of the parts listed in the following. You can of 
course purchase the parts you require from us at a later date.

 � Do not use the device if it is damaged in any 
way. There is a serious risk of injury.

 � Do not make any unauthorised modifications, 
repairs or changes to the device.

 � The device is not intended for use by adults 
or children with limited physical, sensory or 
intellectual abilities or little experience with 
household equipment, unless they are super-
vised by a competent person who is responsible 
for their safety, or they receive clear instructions 
from such a person about how the device is to 
be used.

 � When giving the product to a third party, always 
also pass on these Instructions for Use.

 � Never place the device on a hot surface or close 
to an open flame.

 � Use the device only with the accessories pro-
vided; otherwise you will damage the device.

 � Never allow hands, hair, loose clothing or items 
to come into contact with the blades.

 � The device is only for private use and not for 
commercial use.

 � Do not allow children to use the device unsu-
pervised, as there is a risk of injury from the 
sharp blades. 

2  Safety and warning information
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3 Components of the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet

Fresh-keeping lid
(Large) cleaning sieve (optional)
for use with the XXL blade inserts Food holder

Collecting container XXL blade insert 
(optional)

2-in-1 blade insert

Cutter top Protective cover for 
fixed, integrated slicer

Frame with fixed 
integrated slicer

Pin block large (optional)
for use with the XXL blade 
inserts

Pin block small
for use with the 
2-in-1 blade inserts

Extra-fine grating insert

2-way grating insert

Julienne grating insert
(optional)
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4 The Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet in practical use

4.1 General information

The Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet combines different functions on 4 different working surfaces. Nonslip feet 
at the corners guarantee that they sit securely on your worktop.

You are able to cut directly into the collecting container from any sur-
face. To do this, take the collecting container out of the frame, turn it 
so that the opening is beneath the required working surface and push 
it back into the frame. Ensure that you hear the container click into 
place.

Beneath the protective cover there is an integrated slicer for simply 
cutting slices and/or batons. The slicer’s blade is extremely sharp to 
provide optimal cutting results. Please ensure that you do NOT touch 
the blades during use and the safety cover is always securely in place 
when the device is not in use.

The cutter top with the frame for the various blade inserts is located on 
the opposite side to the slicer. 

The two other openings are intended to take the various graters and 
the Julienne grating insert.

Slicer

Frame with cutter top

Grating/ Julienne opening

Collecting container

Ensure that the particular working surface is closed and all protective covers are replaced before you turn/
store the Magic Cube gourmet.

Caution!
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Using the detachable pin block:
The pin block is required for the cutting operation as they push the ingredients to be cut continuously through 
the blades, thereby ensuring a clean cut. The pin block has a transparent cleaning sieve, which enable the pin 
block to be cleaned easily. 

 � Blade inserts with two different cutting edges (for explanation, see Point 4.2):
- Use of one cutting surface = integrated pin block is sufficient, no further blade is required 
- Use of both cutting surfaces = also use detachable (small) pin block
- Provide detachable pin blocks each with the corresponding cleaning sieve

 � XXL blade inserts with continuous cutting surface (optional) (for explanation, see 4.3) 
- (Large) detachable pin block must also be used  
- Place large cleaning sieve on both pin blocks

A

B

There are different pin blocks for the various blade inserts to achieve the 
best possible cutting results.
There is an integrated pin block (A) in the cutter top. There are also two 
detachable pin blocks (B) (large and small), which can be fixed above 
the integrated pin block.
They are fixed into position by pushing the cross-shaped indentation on 
the back of the pin blocks gently into the cross-shaped mounting on the 
cutter top until each catch is fixed and therefore ready for use. Make sure 
that the plastic lip of the loose pin grid (C) is facing upwards.

Each cleaning sieve must also be used to allow it to be cleaned easily 
after each cutting operation.

C
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 Push down firmly on the cutter top with both hands. The food is pushed 
through the blades, cut into even dices, batons or slices (depending on 
the blade insert) and automatically collected in the collecting container.
Remember to lock the cutter top again before you use another working 
surface or store the device.

 Place the food to be cut on the required cutting surface. For large pieces 
or those to be cut in an upright position, hold the food in place with 
your hand and press lightly on the cutter top so that the food cannot slip 
down.
If you wish to use both of the cutting surfaces at the same time, the 
(small) detachable pin block must be put in place first (see “Inserting 
the detachable pin block”). If you only wish to use one cutting surface 
without inserting the detachable pin block, the cutting surface required 
must be in Position 1.

4.2 Blade insert with 2 different cutting surfaces (2-in-1 blade insert)

 Turn the collecting container into the corresponding position. To open 
the cutter top release the locking mechanism on the top. You can now 
lift the cutter top to insert the required blade. 

To do this, place the cutter blade into the corresponding recess. Ensure 
that you first place the blade insert on the side facing the cutter top. 
Now push down the other side until you hear the blade insert click into 
place. 



Position 1 

Position 2 

Figure:
The blade inserts have 2 different cutting surfaces, referred to as position 1 
and 2 in these Instructions for Use (see Figure). Food can be cut on both 
surfaces, and it is possible to cut two different ingredients at the same time. 
The following should be noted here:

 � If one of the ingredients to be cut is harder than the other, place the 
harder one in position 1 (greater leverage).

 � If one of the ingredients to be cut is larger than the other, place it in 
position 2 (longer lever stroke).
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iInformation
To store the food to be chopped, you can seal the collecting container with the practical fresh-keeping lid. The 
collecting container can therefore be used to keep food fresh – chop now, use later! 

4.3 Blade inserts with continuous cutting surfaces (XXL blade inserts) (optional)

Insert the XXL blade insert as described under 4.2. Then fix the (large) 
detachable pin block to the inside of the cutter top (see “Using the 
detachable pin block or cutting stamp”). 
Together with the integrated pin block, this creates a continuous sur-
face and you can use the entire cutting area.

 � When inserting the blade, ensure that the slightly rounded narrow sides fit flush with the cutter frame, 
as they will bend otherwise.

 � The blades are extremely sharp to provide the optimal cutting results. Please ensure that you do NOT 
touch the blades during use.

 � Please note that the blade inserts are not intended to cut any hard food, such as (whole) carrots, squa-
shes, stone fruit or similar. Only cut apples, pears, peaches, apricots etc., if the cores and stones have 
been removed. Only cut bananas, pineapples, melons, papaya, mango etc. if the skin has been removed.

 � Please ensure that when using the blade inserts, especially the XXL blade inserts (optional), that you do 
not place too much food to be cut at one, as this will place an excessive load on the blades and may 
damage them. 

Caution!

 � To dice food, lay it flat on the blade insert. For potato soup, for example, first cut the potatoes into 
slices. To dice, place several slices on top of one another on the blade. You can use the same method 
for cucumbers, courgettes, etc.

 � To cut into batons for making chips, for example, place the potatoes upright on the blade. You can cut 
delicious batons of cucumbers, apples etc. for dips in this way.

 � Ingredients with a skin, such as peppers, apples or pears can be processed more easily if they are 
positioned with the skin on top when they are on the blade (cut side on the cutting surface).

 � Cutting made easy with the right technique: place your stronger hand (left hand if you are left-handed, 
right hand if you are right-handed) on the outside of the cutter top. Place your weaker hand in the 
centre of the cutter top. Then press down firmly. This will save you time and effort.

 � Before starting work, dip the blade inserts in water. Wet blades cut more quickly and require less force. 
During cutting, the blades are kept moist by the moisture in the food that is being cut. 

Tips
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4.4 Using the slicer

Turn the collecting container into the right position. Open the protective 

cover. The slicer can now be used.

Feed the ingredients to be cut in quick movements over the stainless 
steel V-blade. For your safety, always use the food holder.

Food holder



Tips

The food that is being held in place pushes the stamp out against the 
upper surface of the food holder. During cutting, the palm of the hand or 
fingers push the stamp down and therefore ensure that the ingredient is 
being pushed through automatically until it is almost entirely processed.
Ensure that you move the food holder towards the pressed down arrows 
above the slicer.



The slicer is extremely sharp to provide optimal cutting results. Please ensure that you do NOT touch the 
blade during use.

Caution!

 � The two convex surfaces on the bottom of the food holder provide a secure hold for longer pieces of food 
such as courgettes or cucumbers.

 � Make sure that you replace the protective cover after use to protect from injury and avoid any damage 
to the blade. Ensure that you hear the mountings on the bottom of the protective cover click into place 
beneath the stainless steel V-blade.

With the food holder you can cut food right down to leftovers into clean, even slices without any risk to your 
fingers or fingernails.

Place the ingredients on the feed place (if already cut, with the cut side 
down) and position the food holder in the centre so that the integrated 
holding prongs are able to penetrate into the food. This stops the food 
from slipping while it is being sliced and makes it clean, safe and easy 
to work with.
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4.5 Using the grating inserts

The Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet has two openings for grating inserts. 

Place each grating insert with the narrow side into one of the two 
openings. Press the other side down slightly until you hear the grating 
insert click into place. 

Now remove the protective cover. The grating insert can now be used. 
The surfaces of the grating inserts are very sharp. It is therefore suffici-
ent to move the food over the surface of the grating inserts applying 
only slight pressure. 
Replace the protective cover after use. There are grip recesses at both 
ends of the grating insert. It is possible to lift the grating insert slightly 
here to remove it.

 � The surfaces of the grating inserts are extremely sharp; therefore ensure that you do not touch the 
surface of the grater with your hands.

 � Replace the protective cover after each use to protect from injury and avoid any damage to the blade.

Caution!





Application examples

Extra-fine grating insert
 � Hard herbs (for example, nutmeg, cinnamon, zest of citrus fruits, ginger, garlic)

2-way grating insert
 � For wider strips of cheese, chocolate, vegetables
 � Grates in a forward and backward motion

Julienne grating insert (optional)
 � Fine vegetable Julienne (for example, carrots, zucchini, cucumbers) for soups or salads
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Flip open the cutter top and remove the blade insert. Pull out in a 90° 
position, so that the cutter top comes away from its side mountings.

Take all inserts and the collecting container out of the Nicer Dicer Magic 
Cube gourmet.





You can remove the slicer’s protective cover to clean it. To do this, fold 
the cover in 90° (vertically) and take it out of the top. For safety rea-
sons, the cover may ONLY be removed in a 90° positon. Please ensure 
that the blade of the slicer is exposed without the protective cover – 
there is a risk of injury.



All of the parts of the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet set should always be washed before initial use and after 
each subsequent use with a standard detergent under running water. Although all of the components of the 
Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet can be put in a dishwasher, we recommend you wash them by hand to maintain 
their benefits and functions in the long-term.

5 Care and cleaning

Take the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet apart as follows:

To clean the pin block lift the transparent cleaning sieve at the four de-
tachable mountings (there is a mounting on each side) out of the pin 
block.
The cleaning sieve will clean the pin block of even the smallest food 
residues in this way.

Although the Nicer Dicer Magic Cube gourmet can be put in a dishwasher, we recommend washing them 
by hand as the high-quality blades may otherwise become blunt over time.

Information

6 Disposal
In the event that the machine and/or accessories can no longer be used, they should be disposed of with the 
household rubbish. It can be disposed of by the municipal waste management services.
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Blade insert for finely dicing and mini-cubes

Magic Cube gourmet: 
3.5 x 3.5/ 7 x 7 mm

 � Onions, shallots
 � Garlic/chillis for dips
 � Olives

Blade insert for quarters and thin, half slices/ strips (optional)

Magic Cube gourmet:    
quarters/ 7 x 25 mm

 � Quarters of cocktail tomatoes, eggs, radishes etc. for salads
 � Feta, mushrooms
 � Berries

XXL blade insert for tiny cubes/ batons (optional)

Magic Cube gourmet: 
7 x 7 mm

 � Onions, shallots, olives for sauces
 � Garlic, chillis for dips

7 Possible uses of the inserts


